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Abstract
In an effort to increase the capabilities of SLAM systems
and produce object-level representations, the community in-
creasingly investigates the imposition of higher-level priors
into the estimation process. One such example is given by
employing object detectors to load and register full CAD
models. Our work extends this idea to environments with
unknown objects and imposes object priors by employing
modern class-specific neural networks to generate complete
model geometry proposals. The difficulty of using such
predictions in a real SLAM scenario is that the prediction
performance depends on the view-point and measurement
quality, with even small changes of the input data some-
times leading to a large variability in the network output.
We propose a discrete selection strategy that finds the best
among multiple proposals from different registered views by
re-enforcing the agreement with the online depth measure-
ments. The result is an effective object-level RGBD SLAM
system that produces compact, high-fidelity, and dense 3D
maps with semantic annotations. It outperforms traditional
fusion strategies in terms of map completeness and re-
silience against degrading measurement quality.
1. Introduction
The ability to perceive and localize within an unknown
environment has long been recognized as a core driver
of intelligent behavior in autonomous mobile systems, a
problem commonly known as Simultaneous Localization
And Mapping (SLAM). The focus of this work lies on in-
door SLAM with a moving, consumer-grade RGBD cam-
era, a problem to which we have seen a number of im-
pressive solutions that confidently estimate both sensor tra-
jectory as well as a relatively complete 3D model of the
environment[17, 12, 27]. Yet, the maps generated by such
Figure 1. Example result created by Deep-SLAM++. Objects of
different classes are represented by predictions from deep neural
networks (red: chair, green: table).
systems are purely geometric voxel or mesh-based surface
representations that merely describe the boundaries of the
environment. These representations can help to solve low-
level problems such as path planning and navigation, but
miss higher-level information such as the classes, shapes,
and poses of objects relevant to the execution of more com-
plex higher-level robotic tasks (e.g. find and collect all ob-
jects of a certain class).
In an effort to satisfy the higher-level perception needs
of robots, the community has recently started to investi-
gate SLAM systems that detect, segment, and reconstruct
environments at the level of individual objects. A seminal
contribution that generates such representations has been
presented by Salas-Moreno et al.[23]. They use an object
detection mechanism to load full CAD models of object
geometries which are then registered against the measure-
ments taken by each view. While this already generates
the desired output, it relies on the availability of exact ob-
ject geometries. This contradicts the usual assumption in a
SLAM scenario that the environment is not known in ad-
vance. Progress is given by the work of McCormack et
al.[13], who also segment out object instances in the in-
put data, but reconstruct them individually using the online
measurements and fused signed distance fields. However,
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while this enables operation in unknown environments, it
does not employ any priors about object geometries despite
the knowledge of each object class. As a result, the system
fails to reconstruct sensible object geometries in the pres-
ence of occlusions and suffers from unmodeled measure-
ment disturbances.
In recent years, the ability to learn and apply sensi-
ble priors from large amounts of training data has been
exhaustively demonstrated by the deep learning commu-
nity. Starting from impressive results for image-based tasks
such as object detection and pixel or instance-level seman-
tic annotation, the most recent results even demonstrate full
3D object reconstruction and pose estimation from single
views[24]. They dispose off the need for smoothness priors,
and generate complete object geometries despite possible
occlusions and missing data. However, while these results
are very impressive, they often do not impose measurement
consistency at all and—as a result—fail to provide confi-
dence measures about the generated geometries. They are
furthermore restricted to single objects seen from a limited
number of nearby views, and regularly fail on real data with
properties and artifacts that are insufficiently represented in
the training data.
Our contributions are as follows:
• Our primary result is a novel full-scale RGBD SLAM
system that generates complete, semantically anno-
tated object-level representations of unknown indoor
environments. It leverages object geometry priors for
different classes given by modern neural networks as
opposed to fusing all object measurements into a volu-
metric map. Lower level structures such as the ground
plane are segmented and estimated in parallel.
• Network priors have varying performance owing to ar-
tifacts in the input data and the possibly unfavorable
relative positioning between the camera and the object.
Our proposed solution consists of incorporating a dis-
crete selection mechanism into the estimation process,
which picks the best among the multiple candidates
generated in each view by evaluating depth measure-
ment consistency.
• The resulting system represents an effective strategy
to find a compromise between learned priors and on-
line depth measurements, and the obtained object-
level, joint geometric-semantic representations present
a high level of completeness while having a low mem-
ory footprint.
Our SLAM framework can be divided into front-end and
back-end modules. Section 2 presents the front-end mod-
ules, which covers relative camera pose estimation, object
detection, segmentation, and object-to-camera alignment. It
furthermore detects and fits the ground plane, and manages
the addition of new objects or the correspondence estab-
lishment with existing ones. Section 3 then presents the
back-end matters, which contains the graphical optimizer
that refines absolute camera and object poses, and executes
the discrete selection mechanism to identify those object ge-
ometry priors that maximize the agreement with the online
measurements. It furthermore contains a loop closure mod-
ule that effectively compensates for eventual drift accumu-
lations. We conclude our exposition with our experimental
results in Section 4.
1.1. Review of existing works
3D Model Generation: Inferring the geometry of 3D ob-
ject model from a single image is a difficult problem that
requires both the recognition of the object or its class in
the image, and the imposition of prior knowledge on its
shape. Early attempts [11] propose to borrow shape parts
from existing CAD models. However, with the develop-
ment of large-scale shape repositories like ShapeNet [2]
and deep convolutional neural networks, researchers have
built more scalable and efficient models in recent years
[29, 7, 4, 30, 31, 9, 18, 28]. While the majority of these
approaches structure the object representation using a voxel
grid, there have also been attempts to reconstruct objects
with point clouds[5, 8] or octave trees[21, 26, 22]. Most of
these works, however, focus on a single object seen from
a limited number of views, and provide plain feed-forward
predictions that do not evaluate the confidence in the gen-
erated model given more traditional measurement residuals
(e.g. point-to-surface errors). The works of Zhu et al.[32]
and Hu et al.[10] therefore embed the network decoder into
a least squares residual minimization framework that itera-
tively refines the latent variables and camera poses. How-
ever, it is difficult to balance the influence of the network
priors against the more traditional measurement residuals,
and the approach remains restricted to a small set of nearby
views observing a single object. Convergence furthermore
strongly depends on the quality of the initial network pre-
diction, which frequently returns unstable results depending
on the camera viewing angle and the position of the object
in the image. Our main insight is that—with the abundance
of views generated in full SLAM scenarios—it is better to
install a greedy search strategy in which we generate many
3D model predictions from many views, and use measure-
ment fidelity to simply perform a discrete selection.
Object-level SLAM: Starting from simple geometric prim-
itives such as points, planes, and lines, the community has
moved on to the embedding of image-based semantic object
detection modules into camera-based SLAM. Similar to the
work of Salas-Moreno et al, Civera et al.[3] propose a se-
mantic SLAM algorithm which extracts SURF features to
recognize specific objects within a previously defined col-
lection, and transfer the point cloud of a matched object as
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a rigid set of points into the map. Recent developments in
deep learning have furthermore enabled the integration of
rich semantic information into the estimation process. Mu
et al. [15] also use an object detector to segment the depth
measurements of an object. However, the work does not
reconstruct full models of objects, but only estimates its ob-
ject centers as a landmark in a sparse graph optimization
framework. McCormac et al.[14] fuse predicted pixel-level
semantic masks from a CNN in a dense, semantically anno-
tated 3D map. In their second work [13], they furthermore
use the object segmentation to structure the 3D representa-
tion and install individual TSDF volumes for each object.
The composition of the environment is hence reflected in
both the semantic and the geometric forms of the repre-
sentation. Further geometry-based semantic reconstruction
methods have been presented [25, 16, 6, 19], which all re-
sult in volumetric representations (or point clouds) with an
object-level grouping. However, they only work well un-
der the assumption of sufficiently accurate camera poses,
and fail to impose any priors about object geometries de-
spite knowledge of their class. CAD model based works
[23, 1] contrast with a bottom-up reconstruction of the scene
geometry by consulting a shape database and aligning the
retrieved model with the input scans. However, they only
work if exact prior knowledge about the geometry of the
objects in the environment is given in advance. To the best
of our knowledge, we present the first full-scale object-level
SLAM framework that successfully embeds 3D model gen-
eration networks into the estimation process, and applies it
on real data.
1.2. Vocabulary and notations
To avoid confusion about detected objects in the im-
age and object models generated in 3D, we henceforth de-
note the generated 3D object geometry priors as models.
For each frame i, we define the transformation matrix Twi
transforming points from the camera to the world frame.
Twi hence describes the absolute pose of each view. Ac-
cordingly, we define Tij to be the relative Euclidean trans-
formation from frame j to frame i. We defineO to be the set
of all models in an environment. The transformation from
a camera to the model frame of a detected object is given
by Toi, and the absolute pose of each object is described by
Two. All transformations are Euclidean rigid body transfor-
mations and represented by 4×4 matrices containing a 3D
position and a three DoF rotation matrix. The transforma-
tions may be parametrized minimially by a 6-vector x con-
taining the 3D position t and a minimal parametrization of
the rotation R (e.g. Rodriguez parameters). The observing
frames of model k ∈ O are recorded in Lk. The candidate
models generated from each RGB frame in Lk are grouped
in the set Ck.
2. Front end
An overview of all the modules in our pipeline is given in
Figure 2. They can be grouped into a front-end that executes
recurring tasks for each new frame and defines the structure
of a back-end optimization problem, in which we then select
good models and perform the actual refinement of absolute
camera and model poses. The present section introduces the
front-end modules, which contains a relative camera pose
tracker, a plane segmentation and estimation module, an
object detection, segmentation and matching module, a 3D
model prior generation module, and a camerato-model pose
estimation module. The relative camera pose tracker relies
on a standard Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm with
point-to-plane distance, and will not be discussed in further
details. All other modules are introduced in the following.
2.1. Plane and object segmentation
We initialize the ground plane by making a simple as-
sumption about the initial camera viewpoint and the result-
ing relative location of the ground plane. We then perform
dominant plane extraction within the limits of permissible
plane orientations. In subsequent frames, the location of the
ground plane is propagated by the tracked relative camera
pose Tij , which supports the immediate re-identification of
points on the ground. After optimizing the relative ground
plane location using a robust error norm, we then apply the
YOLO detector[20] to identify the bounding box of poten-
tial objects in the RGB frame. We then segment out precise
Figure 2. Overview of the modules and processing flow in our
object-level SLAM framework. The modules in the grey-bounded
box constitute the front-end and are executed for each new frame
in order to set up the structure of a back-end optimization prob-
lem. For each new frame, we start by finding the relative poseTij
with respect to the previous frame ( 1©). We then useTij to propa-
gate the ground plane parameters into the current frame, resegment
points on the plane, and optimize its relative location in the current
frame ( 2©). We then detect and segment individual objects in the
current frame, and try to match them with existing models ( 3©). If
this succeeds, we calculate the camera to model pose, and if not,
we generate a new model via CNN ( 4©). The back-end consists of
a discrete part in which we select the best model among all can-
didates ( 5©), and a graphical optimizer that refines all camera and
model poses ( 6©).
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Figure 3. Example input images with segmented ground plane (top
right), detected objects (bottom left), and segmented objects (bot-
tom right).
object silhouettes by consulting the depth measurements
within the bounding box, and using those that are close
enough and not on the ground plane. Ignoring points on the
ground is particularly useful for objects that are effectively
placed on the ground. Object segmentation is used for later
verification of model generations in the back-end, as well
as for the extraction of relative object-to-camera transfor-
mations. Figure 3 shows an example input RGBD frame
with detected objects and the segmentation results.
2.2. Object matching
By object matching, we understand the establishment of
correspondences between 3D models and specific detected
objects in each frame. For each newly detected object, we
need to decide whether it is a re-observation of an already
existing object, or a new object. We first employ a vot-
ing strategy to re-identify models that occurred in any of
the 5 previous frames. To this end, we transform the depth
points within each detected bounding box from the 5 pre-
vious frames into the current frame. We check if they end
up inside a bounding box in the current frame, upon which
we evaluate closest-point errors integrated over the entire
transformed point set as a dissimilarity measure. A max-
imum error is applied in order to accept matching candi-
dates. For each object detection in the current frame, we
hence get a few, most likely redundant matched model can-
didates. We accept a correspondence if there is sufficient
consensus among these candidates. If a detected object in
the current frame can not be matched, we initialize a new
model from it. Note that new models are only added if the
bounding box is sufficiently spaced from the boundary of
the image.
2.3. Generation of new models
Although the typical geometric representation of objects
in SLAM is given by point clouds, meshes, or Truncated
Signed Distance Fields (TSDF), we use binary occupancy
grids as produced by the state-of-the-art model generation
work of Sun et al. [24] (Pix3D). It proposes models from
RGB only, which shows great benefits in situations of ele-
vated distance to the object. Compared to the previous state-
of-the-art given by Marrnet[28]—Pix3D generates models
in a canonical fixed orientation along with an initial pose,
which greatly simplifies the multi-view registration prob-
lem. The network is however not open-source, which is
why we had to retrain our own. In order to accommodate
for the real-time demands of SLAM systems, we further-
more reduced the input and output dimensions from 2562 to
1282 and from 1283 to 643, respectively. This also meets the
characteristics of realistic situations in which a single frame
could contain multiple objects, and each object would as-
sume a limited area in the image. Note that we use the
full Pix3D network which includes depth and normal pre-
diction, but input the pre-segmented objects from the RGB
frame, which removes the perturbing influence of the back-
ground texture, and thus improves the performance of the
overall model generation.
2.4. Camera-to-model pose estimation
Camera-to-model pose estimation is cast as a point set
registration problem, where one point set is obtained from
the segmented object in the image, and the other one is ob-
tained from the network output by simply replacing each
occupied voxel with a point. Owing to the fixed resolution
network output, it is clear that the latter is affected by an
unknown scale. This unknown scale needs to be respected
in the object-to-camera alignment step.
We initialize the relative pose and scale with ordinary
Procrustes analysis, which calculates the moments of the
point cloud distribution in order to find the aligning trans-
formation. However, to accommodate the fact that the mea-
sured point cloud only sees part of the model, we generate
partial views of the generated model by a quantization of
the model rotation about the vertical axis, and remove voxel
centers which are occluded in a virtual orthographic object
view with horizontal principal axis pointing at the model
center. This works well under the assumption that the model
has an upright placement on the ground plane. We analyze
8 rotation angles evenly distributed over the full 360◦, and
perform ordinary Procrustes alignment with the measured
depth points for each of the resulting partial views. The re-
sult showing the smallest point-to-point error is chosen as
an initial relative camera-to-model pose.
After the initial alignment, we refine the registration by
applying ICP with a similarity transformation model and a
point-to-plane error. The minimization objective is given as
argmin
x,s
∑
j
‖ (R(x)nj)T (sR(x)pj + t(x)− η(pj ,x, s,Ω)‖22 , (1)
where x denotes the parameters of Toc, s the scale adjust-
ment, pj a point in the measured point cloud, nj the normal
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vector at that point, and η(pj ,x, s,Ω) a nearest neighbour
function that returns pj’s nearest point in the model point
set Ω given the current transformation parameters. Note that
the alignment is done for both old and new models.
3. Back End
The back-end consists of two parts. A graphical opti-
mization framework in which all absolute poses are opti-
mized in order to agree with the relative frame-to-frame and
frame-to-model measurements. Note that we do not include
all frames into the optimization, but only sufficiently spaced
keyframes. Besides the measurements, also the structure of
the graph is defined by the correspondence-establishment
in the front end. The second part consists of updating the
model and also the dependent camera-to-model transforma-
tions depending on the level of agreement with the depth
measurements. We start with the latter part.
3.1. Model update
As illustrated in Figure 4, the quality of the network pre-
diction typically varies strongly as the input is changed. In
the worst case, even small changes in the viewing angle, the
distance to the object, and the position of the object may
lead to uncontrolled behavior in the network output, which
is a common problem of network predictions going hand
in hand with missing confidence measures. Our solution to
produce more confident predictions consists of generating
multiple proposals Ck from distinct views Lk, and perform-
ing a discrete selection by consulting the agreement with an
accumulation of the actual depth measurements of model k.
The main problem is that a bad model generation can
have a negative impact on the model-to-camera transforma-
tions, and the latter are needed in order to register all mea-
surements in the model frame and cross-check the quality of
the generation. We could alternatively perform the registra-
tion by using direct relative frame-to-frame transformations
obtained from ICP, but they often prove to be of insuffi-
cient accuracy as well. We solve this by a greedy strategy in
which all camera-to-model transformations are derived for
each model candidate, individually. In this way, the quality
Figure 4. The sensitivity of the network’s model generation. The
first row shows inputs with marginal differences, and the sec-
ond row illustrates the potentially large variations in the generated
models.
of the measurement registration depends solely on the qual-
ity of the currently verified model candidate. If one of the
candidates has good quality, the camera-to-model poses will
have good accuracy, and the result will be a high agreement
between model and measurements.
3.2. Graph optimization
The remaining objective of our framework is the recov-
ery of refined absolute camera and model poses, denoted
Twi and Two, respectively. We formulate this problem as a
graphical optimization problem in which correspondences
between neighbouring keyframes or keyframes and models
are reflected as edges between nodes, the latter representing
the absolute pose variables xwi and xwo to be optimized.
For each edge, we then have a measurement obtained from
the point-to-plane based ICP objectives for direct frame-to-
frame tracking and model-to-camera pose estimation (cf.
Section 2.4). We denote these measurements zij and zio.
We furthermore define the information matrices Ωij and
Ωio to describe the uncertainty of the calculated relative
poses. We obtain them via Hessian approximations given
by H = JT · J, where J represents the Jacobian of the
point-to-plane residuals evaluated at the final solution re-
turned by ICP. Note that the correspondences remain fixed
during the extraction of the Jacobians.
The residual errors at each edge are finally defined as{
rio = t2v
(
T−1(zio) ·T−1(xwi)T(xwo)
)
rij = t2v
(
T−1(zij) ·T−1(xwi)T(xwj)
)
,
(2)
where t2v denotes the function that extracts the minimal 6-
vector parametrization from a 4×4 transformation matrix.
As our framework is also able to measure and map
the ground plane, it raises the question of how to con-
strain the corresponding parameters. We parametrize the
ground plane measurement in each frame by a vector pi =[
nTi di
]T
, where ni represents the normal vector of the
plane, and |di| its orthogonal distance from the origin. We
furthermore introduce the global ground plane coordinates
p =
[
nT d
]T
as a further optimization variable. Each
frame in which the ground plane is visible will give rise to
another residual error, which is given by
rpi = p−
[
R(xwi)ni
di − (R(xwi)ni)T twi
]
, (3)
Parametrizing the ground plane lets us furthermore con-
strain the orientation of upright objects to align with the
vertical direction. This introduces yet further residuals of
the form
rpo = n−R(xwo)v, (4)
where v is simply the vector (0, 0, 1)T . In this work, we
restrict ourselves to normal scenarios in which all objects
are standing upright on the horizontal plane. Note that there
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Figure 5. The graphical model of our back-end optimization
framework with five keyframes, multiple objects of two classes,
and the ground plane.
is a simple unit-norm side constraint on n, which can again
be enforced implicitly by choosing a minimal 2-parameter
parametrization for the vertical direction n. Also note that
there are further information matrices Ωpi , which can be
extracted for each ground plane measurement in each frame
by again approximating the Hessian at the minimum of the
robust plane fitting objective. The resulting graph optimiza-
tion problem is depicted in Figure 5. It contains edges along
which residuals of the above four types are being mini-
mized. Note that the nodes are grouped by object classes,
and that the ground plane node is connected to all other
frames and objects. The graph optimizer finally minimizes
the energy
E =
∑
zio
rTioΩrio + λ1 ·
∑
zij
rTijΩrij
+ λ2 ·
∑
i
rTpiΩpirpi + λ3 ·
∑
o
rTporpo,
(5)
where the information matrices are used to perform statis-
tical reweighting of the errors, and the factors λ1, λ2 and
λ3 are adjusting the general trade-off between the differ-
ent parts of the optimization objective. The resulting gen-
eralised least-squares problem is solved using Levenberg-
Marquardt.
3.3. Loop detection
Loop closure in SLAM occurs when—after a certain pe-
riod of time—a location is revisited, and the recognition of
the previously visited place is used to compensate for drift
accumulation along the loop. In our scenario, drift and the
absence of a dedicated loop detection mechanism would
lead to a failure to reidentify existing objects, and hence
to redundant model definitions. Small loops lead to only
small drift accumulations, which may still permit the iden-
tification of true correspondences between earlier frames
and objects using the method outlined in Section 2.2. For
larger loops, however, a dedicate loop detection mechanism
Figure 6. Example reconstructions of chairs and tables using our
custom Pix3D networks.
is needed. We propose to rely on the semantic landmarks,
and loop detection triggers as soon as a similar constellation
of at least two models is repeatedly observed. The similar-
ity of two constellations is evaluated by first checking class
consistency for the objects in question, followed by a check
of the similarity of the relative poses between 3D models.
4. Results
We perform similar experiments than the seminal work
of [23], and obtain results on datasets taken with a Kinect
camera in regular indoor office environments with chairs
and tables distributed randomly over the ground plane. The
two object classes are detected by YOLO, and we further-
more train one Pix3D network per object class in order to
generate model geometries. The performance of our net-
works is carefully evaluated on large test sets before the ac-
tual application in our SLAM framework. Example recon-
structions of chairs and tables from the test set are indicated
in Figure 6. Apart from a difference in the input and out-
put resolution, our network has similar performance than
the original Pix3D network. For further details, we there-
fore kindly invite the reader to look up the work of Sun et
al.[24]. The present results are focused on the embedding of
the network into our proposed Deep-SLAM++ framework.
4.1. Overall performance
We test our framework on several indoor sequences of
varying scale, all captured with a Kinect V2 sensor. Figure
7 shows a first example, where the camera is moved in front
Figure 7. Example of the scene reconstruction, the left figure
shows the RGB image with object detection results, the right one
illustrates the point representation of the scene. The chairs (in red)
and the table (in blue) are generated point clouds rather than orig-
inal measurements.
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Figure 8. Left: Semantically annotated Deep-SLAM++ result before loop closure, the two chairs in brighter red are the loop detection
candidates. Center: The result after final graph optimization with loop closure. Right: Result obtained by ElasticFusion, which is affected
by many gaps in the reconstruction. The red bounding-box highlights the contrast in the completeness of the table reconstruction for which
only a few depth measurements are available. Note that the object colors are not indicating object class, but simply alternating between
blue and red.
of a regular scene with two chairs and one table. The left
image shows the object detections returned by YOLO, and
the right image shows the result of the aligned depth frames
produced by our SLAM framework. Note that the points on
the chairs (in red) and the table (in blue) are not the original
points measured by the camera, but the—generally more
complete—output generated by the networks.
Figure 8 shows our main result, which is a compari-
son against the popular open-source RGBD-SLAM frame-
work ElasticFusion[27] on a slightly larger sequence. The
left and center image show our semantic reconstruction be-
fore and after loop closure, where the segmented points on
the objects have again been replaced by the model points
generated by our class-specific networks. The right im-
age shows the reconstruction obtained by ElasticFusion. As
can be observed, owing to reflections and inclined viewing
angles, the reconstruction obtained by ElasticFusion con-
tains many gaps and incomplete object geometries. Deep-
SLAM++ has the advantage of only requiring RGB infor-
mation for generating model geometry proposals, and as a
result provides complete reconstructions in which even oc-
cluded parts of the structure are contained. Though Deep-
SLAM++ also needs depth measurements to discriminate
model candidates, it proves the ability to do this with a very
limited amount of correct depth measurements. Taking the
table in the scene as an example, the result from ElasticFu-
sion suggests that there are poor depth measurements on the
surface of the table. The measurements of a few edges of
the table are sufficient to generate a complete and sensible
object geometry.
Our comparison remains qualitative, as our aim is not
to outperform in terms of localization performance. Our
aim is to demonstrate how the 3D scene representations
produced by our framework are more complete and con-
trast with lower-level pipelines by containing the desired
higher-level properties such as object-level segmentation
and object poses, geometries, and classes. Figure 9 shows
a rendering of the internal representation given by all ob-
ject models and graph optimization variables at the end of
the loop. Since each object can now be represented by the
100 latent variables in the network only, and the points on
the ground can be replaced by the ground plane parameters,
the size of the entire map is reduced by at least two orders
of magnitude compared to the point cloud size returned by
ElasticFusion. A video of the execution is contained in the
supplementary material.
4.2. Incremental quality of the 3D models
Figure 10 contains fused depth points from 15 nearby
views. As can be clearly observed, the depth points do not
result in a crisp structure of the object but present a sig-
nificant amount of blur. While this is partially related to
inaccurate camera poses, it is also related to unmodeled ef-
fects in the measurements such as mixed pixels, reflections,
missing data, or even biases in the measurements depend-
ing on the surface properties and the angle of inclination.
In ElasticFusion, the blur in the alignment translates into
3D points with low support. As a result, they are ignored
in the final output which further sparsifies the representa-
tion of the environment. Our model generation improves
Figure 9. 3D rendering of the generated representation of the en-
vironment.
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Figure 10. The figure illustrates the advantage of the network gen-
erated model. The left figure shows the fused measurements from
15 continuous frames, and the blur in the alignment. The right
figure illustrates the proposal of the network, which shows a sig-
nificantly reduced dependency on such depth measurement pertur-
bations.
IoU CD
Initialized model 0.2068 0.0947
Improved model 0.2837 0.0812
Table 1. Average IoU and CD errors of initial and improved recon-
structed 3D models.
resilience with respect to such unmodeled effects. The right
image in Figure 10 shows the result of replacing all points
on the chair by our model generation. It can be observed
that the structure becomes clearer even within the limits of
the network’s output resolution. The performance of the
network still has quite large variability, and does not always
return good proposals at its first attempt. In order to incre-
mentally refine the models, we check its alignment with the
depth measurements and replace a model if a better one is
found through a prediction from a subsequent view. Figure
11 shows the incremental improvement of different objects
along the loop. Note that the chairs are all of the same type,
which demonstrates high repeatability in this model update
procedure.
We also compare the Intersection over Union (IoU) and
Chamfer distance (CD)[24] between the generated model
and a reference. In order to demonstrate the improvement,
we the distances are evaluated for both the initial and the
improved models. Since there is no ground truth model, we
pick a similar one from the ShapeNet. As can be observed
in Table 1, both the IoU and the CD error verify that our
DeepSLAM++ selects improved models from subsequent
views.
Figure 11. Illustration of the model improvement. Each column
contains different versions of the same object. The first row indi-
cates the initial proposal, while the second row indicates the re-
placing improved model generated from a subsequent view.
Figure 12. Left: Environment representation before the loop clo-
sure. The bright red chair is the loop closure candidate, which has
been identified as having a similar relative placement to at least
one neighbour of a certain class than a previous object of the same
class. Right: Result after loop closure correction. Note that all ob-
jects are correctly identified as chairs, and the alternation between
red and blue is just a visualization artefact. The figures further-
more encode the graph connections between frames and objects, as
well as points identified as lying on the ground plane (light grey).
4.3. Loop closure
Figure 8 already illustrates our framework’s ability to de-
tect loops and close them through our back-end graph opti-
mization. Loops are detected by considering the similarity
in the classes and relative arrangement of a group of at least
2 nearby objects in the scene. Active detection of loops
is important in order to remove drift and prevent redundant
object placements. Figure 12 shows our final experiment, in
which we execute a longer trajectory in a larger room. Ow-
ing to the increased distance to the background, the qual-
ity of the relative pose estimates is degrading, which in turn
leads to a more important drift accumulation along the loop.
The bright red chair again illustrates the loop closure candi-
date, which has been identified as having a similar relative
placement to other objects. As can be observed, the drift is
effectively removed after the loop closure optimization.
5. Discussion
We present the first room-scale object-level RGBD
SLAM system that successfully embeds object geometry
priors given by a deep neural network into the estimation
process. The varying performance of the network is en-
countered by a greedy strategy that selects the best of many
priors in terms of its agreement with the depth measure-
ments. Rather than ignoring the depth measurements al-
together, this paradigm realizes an interesting trade-off be-
tween prior knowledge and online measurements, where the
latter are used to evaluate the confidence of each predic-
tion. It efficiently generates sensible, complete object ge-
ometries, and therefore contrasts with more computation-
ally demanding bottom-up object reconstructions from on-
line measurements only. While the datasets in this work
are designed to clearly demonstrate the feasibility of this
approach on real data, they capture well structured scenes
with a limited number of object classes and occlusions, and
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a limited degree of object stapling and clutter. Our current
efforts are directed at ensuring correct operation in more
complicated scenes in which these conditions are less ful-
filled.
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